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Abstract—Due to the environmental concerns and induced 
political incentives, wind power penetration has been increasing 
in many countries around the world. However, wind power 
generation is very different from conventional power generation 
due to stochastic and intermittent nature of the wind. The wind 
power may not be available or generating the demanded amount 
as needed. Thus, these mandates to promote wind power need to 
be balanced by studies on their impacts on power system 
operations and control. However, new approach is needed to 
properly quantify the voltage stability of power system. 

Accordingly, this paper addresses the modeling of the 
stochastic and intermittent wind generation and its use to predict 
the associated stability margin in terms of system load margin. To 
model the variation nature of stochastic and intermittent wind 
power injection as the load increases, we propose to use the 
Weibull distribution of wind speed to model the intermittent 
factor. The slip of asynchronous wind generators is introduced as 
a new state variable, and thus new power balance equations 
including the slip as a state variable are formulated. The balance 
between the average electromechanical power conversion and 
mechanical power of wind turbines is utilized to incorporate wind 
stochastic and intermittent uncertainty. As a first step, we 
investigate the impacts of the wind generation on static power 
flows. In terms nonlinear control terminology, we are 
investigating the stochastic nature of the equilibrium points 
associated with the uncertainty of the wind generation. 
Accordingly, we derive a novel sensitivity index of voltage 
stability considering the stochastic and intermittent nature of 
wind speed through the slip effect, using the Jacobian matrix for 
the newly formulated power flow equations. In addition, the 
probabilistic stability margins in terms of load for various wind 
speed distribution and penetration are investigated by use of the 
proposed CPF and Monte Carlo method. The proposed methods 
are illustrated on the IEEE 39-bus system and the results show 
that the stochastic and intermittent wind power injection will 
significantly affect the stability margin and its slip.   
 

Index Terms-- Wind power generation, Weibull distribution, 
stochastic and intermittent of wind speed, power flow analysis, 
continuation power flow (CPF), stability margin, voltage stability. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Due to environmental concerns, many incentives have been 
created through political movements for wind power, which 

has zero emission. For example, Texas has mandated the wind 
penetration should exceed 6GW by 2015 from 2 GW of 2009. 
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DOE roadmap also recommends 20% delivery of wind power 
by 2030. Many similar mandates are popping up all over the 
world. However, wind power generation is very different from 
conventional power generation due to stochastic and 
intermittent nature of the wind. The wind power may not be 
available or generating the demand amount when needed. 
Accordingly, these mandates to promote wind power need to 
be balanced by studies on their impacts on power system 
operations and control. An alarming case, which almost 
collapsed the system in ERCOT on Feb. 26 2008, indicates the 
urgency of such studies. Note that, in 2008, the wind power 
penetration for the warning case was rather low compared to 
the mandated amount in the near future.  

The traditional approaches use saddle-node bifurcations 
(SNBs) that indicate the load limits and critical voltage have 
been focuses in voltage stability analysis [1]-[5]. The 
Continuation Power Flow, one of the most widely used 
computing methods of SNBS, is a prediction-correction 
scheme to find a solution path for a set of power equations that 
including load parameter [6]-[8]. Various types of bifurcations 
that consider the impact of load models has been studied [9]. 
In [10], a CPF method with multiple nonlinear power injection 
variation that solved by piecewise-linear model is proposed. 
These techniques can make the power flow equations remain 
well conditioned so that divergence due to a singular Jacobian 
matrix will not be encountered. 

  In addition, there are some general probabilistic 
approaches: [11]-[15]. However, so far researchers (either 
deterministically or stochastically) did not analyze one 
asynchronous nature of the wind generations, which use 
induction generators, and thus is characterized by a slip state. 
In this paper, we model the wind generation including a new 
slip state. Furthermore, wind speed, which is random, 
determines power generation by the generator power curves 
based on cut-in speed, maximum power output, and cut-out 
speed. As a consequence, the operation status of wind 
generation is uncertain due to cut-in or cut out wind speed. 
Therefore, we will incorporate this characteristic into power 
flow equations that include slip as a state variable for our study 
to investigate stability margin in terms of system load margin. 

We organize our paper as follows: Section II gives the 
details on our power flow equations and thus the associated 
CPF method that consider slips as new state variables for 
system loadability studies. The stochastic and intermittent 
wind speed and how it influences our power flow equations 
will be discussed. Section III gives the computational 
algorithm for the probabilistic system loadability approach 
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based on CPF incorporating the stochastic and intermittent 
wind generation as the load increases. Section IV proposes a 
novel Sensitivity index of voltage stability considering the 
uncertainty of wind speed. Section V gives some numerical 
results of the IEEE 39-Bus System and provides 
interpretations of the results, and Section VI draws our 
conclusion. 

II.  FORMULATION OF CPF WITH STOCHASTIC AND 
INTERNITTENT OF WIND SPEED 

A.  Probability model of Wind speed  
The average wind speed in most area can be described by 

Weibull distribution [14], its parameters can be fitted by 
historical wind speed data.  A large number of measurement 
data from wind speed show that wind speed changes usually in 
the range of 0m/s to 25m/s.  

1( ) ( ) exp[ ( ) ]k kk v vf v
c c c

−= −            (1) 

where v is the average wind speed (m/s); c is the scale 
coefficient (m/s) and k is the shape coefficient whose value is 
usually between 1.8 and 2.3. Scale coefficient and shape 
coefficient are different in different areas. Since the 
distribution is determined by k and c, we will describe the 
distribution by Weibull(k,c). 

The probability distribution of wind speed is given 
through integral of (1): 

0

( ) ( ) 1 exp[ ( ) ]kvF v f v dv
c

+∞

= = − −∫       (2) 

B.  Model of the mechanical  output of a wind turbine 

     The mechanical power output '
mP    of wind turbine is given 

by [15]: 
                   ' 2 30.5m pP R v Cρπ=                         (3) 

Where ρ is the air density, R is the blade radius, and pC is 
power coefficient. It is a nonlinear function of the tip speed 
and the pitch angle. In this paper, the mechanical power output 
of wind generator can be represented as the subsection 
function of the wind speed as follows, 

'
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Where rv is the rated wind speed, civ is the cut-in wind speed, 

and cov is the cut-out wind speed. 

C.  Asychronous wind generator model with stochastic and 
intermittent wind speed 

In this paper, the standard squirrel cage induction generator 
and the wound rotor induction generator is applicable to 
induction generators. The relation between the real and 
reactive power can be determined by the use of the simplified 
induction generator circuit in Fig.1. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Equivalent circuit of an induction generator  
 

X1 is the leakage reactance of the stator,  X2  is the leakage 
reactance of rotor , R2 is the resistance of the rotor, Xm is 
magnetising reactance, s is the per unit slip of the 
asynchronous generator,  respectively. 

The magnetizing losses and the stator losses are ignored. It 
is also assumed that Xm together with any shunt capacitor 
banks are included in the calculation of the network bus 
admittance matrix.  

The active power and reactive power can be represented as 
the function of the slip and voltage as follows:  
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The equations (5) and (6) indicate that the active power 
output and reactive power output of asynchronous wind 
generator are the function of the slip and voltage. 

The output of reactive power of asynchronous wind 
generator can be rewrite as follows, 

2
w w

sXQ P
R

=               (7)                    

Ignoring the real power loss of wind generator active we can 
relate power and mechanical power by eq. (8) at each steady 
state, 

0w mP P− =                                           (8) 
The equation also can be rewritten as follows, 
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The equation (7) show that the slip of asynchronous wind 
generator is the function of the wind speed and voltage; and 
thus, the impact of stochastic wind speed on the output of real 
power and reactive power of asynchronous wind generator can 
be modeled by the slip of asynchronous wind generator.  

D.  Continuation Power flow model with stochastic and 
intermittent wind speed 

To model the nature of stochastic and intermittent wind 
generation as the load increases, the power balance between 
mechanical power and electro-mechanical power in each 
steady state and the intermittent factor of asynchronous wind 
generator should be incorporated into the conventional CPF. 
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The slip of an asynchronous wind generator is taken as a new 
state variable. The power balance equation is added as a new 
balance equation. 
      For let λ represent the load parameter such that 

0 criticalλ λ≤ ≤  
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For each bus i, the subscripts W,L and G denote wind 

generation , load  and conventional generation,  respectively. 
The voltages at buses i and j are i iV θ∠ and 

j jV θ∠ , 

respectively.
ijG and 

ijB are the conductance and susceptance 

of ( , )thi j  element of node admittance matrix BUSY . 0GiP is 

the active power at bus i in the base case and Gik  is the rate of 

changer as λ  varies. 0LiP , 0LiQ are active and reactive power 

of load at bus i in the base case, iϕ is power factor angle of 

load, and Lik is the multipliers to designate the rate of load 
change at bus i. We distribute that the unbalanced power 
caused by wind generators through an assumed economic 
dispatch ratio over the committed generation units. 

In this model, as the load increases, if civ v≤ or cov v> , 

then 0s = ,and thus, 0wiP = and  0wiQ = . In this case, the 
wind generator is zero; the proposed CPF is reduced into a 
conventional problem.  Otherwise, miP , wisP , and wiQ are all 
random variables depending on the stochastic wind speed.  

III.  SIMULATION ALGORTHIM 
A step-by-step description of the proposed probability 

stability Margin Approach for power systems incorporating the 
stochastic and intermittent wind generation is summarized in e 
the following. 

Step 1) Identify the stochastic and intermittent  wind 
generation distribution parameters through historical data. 

a) According to historical wind speed data of different 
wind farms, the Weibull distribution parameters v, c and k can 
be identified. The simulated wind sequence is obtained by the 
wind forecasting produced by Weibull random producer. 

b) The mechanical power sequence is generated by (3) 
and (4). 

Step 2) Solve the proposed PF equations (10) that 
incorporates the stochastic and intermittent wind generation 
for a sample path of a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. 

a)  The general formulation  of proposed CPF  
If f is used to denote the whole set of equations, the 

problem can be expressed as  

If  0mP ≠ , 0s ≠ ,then   

( , , , ) 0f λ =Vθs  0 criticalλ λ≤ ≤   (11) 

If 0mP = , 0s = , then  

( , , ) 0f λ =Vθ      0 criticalλ λ≤ ≤   (12) 

Where V represents the vector of bus voltage magnitudes, 
θ  represents the vector of bus voltage angles and s  
represents the vector of asynchronous wind generation slips. 

b) Build up the current load demand pattern 0LiP and real 

generation pattern 0GiP   
c) Obtain the future wind power injection and load 

variations according to look-ahead wind speed and load 
variation or short-term wind speed and load forecasting. 

d)  Solve the continuation power flow with the stochastic 
and intermittent wind generation. 

e) Generate another sample path as needed. 

IV.  SENSITIVITY INDEX  OF VOLTAGE STABILITY   WITH 
STOCHASTIC AND INTERNITTENT WIND SPEED 

To assess the voltage stability for each bus of the power 
system interconnected with the stochastic and intermittent 
wind generations, sensitivity indices of reactive power versus 
voltage is derived in this section. A power system is 
characterized by a set of nonlinear dynamic equations, but it 
can be simplified into algebraic power flow equations at steady 
state. The Jacobian matrix or reduced matrix of power flow is 
usually used to assess the voltage stability. As the load 
increases, at the saddle node bifurcation which leads to voltage 
collapse, the Jacobian matrix of that becomes singular. At the 
same time, the voltage stability can be detected by the 
sensitivity information of Jacobian matrix or reduced Jacobian 
matrix. The QV sensitivity index is one of the most widely 
used method to evaluate the voltage stability of power system.  

However, there are differences between the traditional QV 
sensitivity index and that of the proposed in this section. Note 
that the slip of asynchronous wind generator is added as a new 
state variable and intermittent factor and the mechanical and 
electromechanical power considering the stochastic and 
intermittent wind speed are incorporated in the proposed CPF.  

At the each load level, If  0mP ≠ , 0s ≠ , then  the power 
flow equations can be expressed as follows: 

     
     
     
          

Pθ PwV PV Pws

Qθ QwV QV Qws

m PmV Pms

ΔP J J + J J Δθ
ΔQ = J J + J J ΔV
ΔP 0 J J Δs

     (13) 

Since asynchronous wind generator always produce active 
power while absorb reactive power, and that voltage is closely 
related to the reactive power, we assume that the power system 
is in static angle stability at each load level as the load 
increases. Thus, the incremental active power can be regard as 
zero.  

The static voltage stability sensitivity that considered the 
stochastic and intermittent of wind speed and the slip factor 
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can be represented as follows: 
-1
Pms PmvΔs = -J JΔV                                                       (14) 

-1 -1
Pθpmv pv pv pms pmvΔθ= -J [(J + J ) - J J J ]ΔV                         (15) 

( ) ( ) ( )= − + − −-1 -1 -1
QV QθPθPV QwV QθPθpwV Qws Pms PmV

ΔQ J J J J J J J J J J J
ΔV

 (16) 

Where the equation (14) is the sensitivity information of the 
slip versus voltage, the equation (15) gives the sensitivity 
information of the angle versus voltage and the equation (16) 
gives the sensitivity information of the reactive power versus 
voltage, respectively. In equation (16), the first item of the 
right side is related to the traditional power flow, the second 
item of that is in terms of the injection power of asynchronous 
wind generator versus voltage and the third item denotes the 
sensitivity information of slip versus voltage. More 
importantly, the proposed sensitivity index including the slip 
of asynchronous wind generator that related to the information 
of stochastic and intermittent wind generation, it can be used 
to assess the voltage stability for each bus as the load increases. 

If civ v≤ or cov v> , then 0s = ,and thus, 0wiP = and  

0wiQ =   in the load increasing , the Sensitivity information is 
simplified as a conventional power flow: 

-1
PθpvΔθ= -J JΔV                 (17) 

( )= − -1
QV QθPθPV

ΔQ J J J J
ΔV

           (18) 

All the above sensitivity components can be easily 
incorporated into the linearized continuation power flow 
equations (11) and (12). 

V.  CASE STUDIES  
This paper addresses the impact of the intermittent and 

stochastic asynchronous wind generation as the load increases 
on probabilistic load margins related to voltage collapse. It 
aims to incorporate the intermittent and stochastic wind 
generation during the load increasing into the Continuation 
Power Flow so as to capture the intermittent and stochastic 
nature of load margins and to obtain the probabilistic load 
margins and the information of voltage stability for the power 
system interconnected with wind farms.  

The proposed approach is applied to the IEEE 39-bus 
system as shown in Fig.1 for demonstration. In order to assess 
the wind penetration on probabilistic load margins, two cases 
have been studied. The wind farms installed an aggregated 60 
MW asynchronous wind generator that connected into 
transmission network by a transformer, we assume the 
impedance of the transformer and connected line can be 
ignored.  To study the reactive characteristic of asynchronous 
wind generator, we assume no reactive compensation of wind 
farms. Two wind penetration level will be studied, In one case, 
the asynchronous wind generator is installed at bus 15, in this 
situation, the wind penetration level is 1%. In the other case, 
asynchronous wind generators are installed at both bus-15 and 
bus-16., thus the wind generation level is 2%. The parameters 
of asynchronous wind turbine generators are given in Table I. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  IEEE 39-bus system 
 

TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF ASYNCHRONOUS WIND TURBINE GENERATORS  

 
A.  Impact of stochastic and intermittent wind speed on load 
margins 

In the first case, asynchronous wind generators are 
connected at bus-15. Table II related to Weibull (2,7) and 
Table III related to Weibull(1.8,12) illustrate the loading 
parameter, voltage at bus-15, the slips and the output of the 
asynchronous wind generator. 

TABLE II 
LOAD PARAMETER, VOLTAGE, SLIP  AND OUTPUT OF THE 

ASYNCHRONOUS WIND TURBINE GENERATOR AT  BUS-15 WINTH 
WEIBULL (2, 7) 
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In Table II, the slip is zero at some load levels because the 
wind speed is smaller than the cut-in wind speed or is larger 
than the cut-out wind speed during the load increasing.  Table 
II and Table III not only show that the intermittent factor and 
output of wind generator are changed as the load increases but 
also show that the stochastic wind power injections may be 
different at different loading levels and different wind 
distributions .  In addition, we can see this phenomenon where 
the reactive power is a minus value.  Conventional 
synchronous generator can supply real power and reactive 
power at the same time, however, Asynchronous wind 
generator is that it will absorb reactive power from the power 
grid while injecting active power to the grid. This can increase 
the reactive demand and deteriorate voltage stability of the 
power system.  

The simulation shows that Weibull distribution parameters 
of the wind speed have significant impacts on the operation 
states, output of asynchronous wind generators, and the 
stability margins. For example, Table II shows that the 
maximal loading parameter is 2.312 with Weibull (2,7), while 
the maximal loading parameter is 2.3369 with Weibull(1.8,12). 
It is obvious that the operation status and output of wind 
generators are different with different Weibull distribution 
parameters.  

B.  Impact of stochastic and intermittent wind speed on 
probabilistic load margins  

The analysis of numerical results based on one sample 
simulation. The MC simulation, the reason for this the 
stochastic and intermittent wind generation during the load 
increase, the numerical results is naturally probabilistic. In this 
simulation, we investigate the impact of stochastic and 
intermittent wind generation on load margins without 
considering other uncertain factors in this simulation.  
     In Fig.2, the MC method aims at obtaining a probability 
distribution function of load margins at the point of voltage 
collapse considering the stochastic and intermittent wind 
generation.  In this case, the probability distribution of the 
maximal loading parameter is obtained by 1000 samples with 
Weibull (2,7) and  1% wind penetration level. 

The MC simulation results are shown in Fig.2, from which 
we know that the loadability takes values mostly between 2.34 
and 2.33.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Probability distribution of the loadability in the IEEE 
39-bus system  with stochastic and intermittent wind speed of 
Weibull(2,7) and  1% wind penetration level 
  

 
 
Fig. 3.  MC simulation for maximal loading parameter in the 
IEEE 39-bus system with bus-15 connected wind generators 
with stochastic and intermittent wind speed of Weibull  (2,7) 
and  1% wind penetration level. Fig 4 gives the slips of the 
same case. 1000 samples are computed.  
Note that the slip of the asynchronous wind generator is also 
uncertain during the load increase. In addition to the loads, due 
to the stochastic and intermittent wind speed, different 
probability distributions of wind speed lead to different slips 
and its probability density function, from the equation (7), (8) 
and (9), we know that output of real and reactive power is a 
function of the slip and the wind speed . 

 
Fig.5 shows the probability distribution of the asynchronous 
wind generator slip in the IEEE 39-bus system with bus-15 
connected wind generators with stochastic and intermittent 
wind speed of Weibull (2,7) with 1% wind penetration level. 

Moreover, we would like to know the impact of wind 
penetration level on loadability in term of the voltage collapse.  

Fig. 6 gives the probability distribution of load margins in 
the IEEE 39-bus system with bus-15 and bus-16 connected to 
wind generators with stochastic and intermittent wind speed of 
Weibull (2,7). We can know that the loadability value 
decreases when bus-15 and bus-16 are both connected to 
asynchronous wind generators with the same Weibull 
distribution of wind speed, in other words, the wind 
penetration level increase from 1% to 2%. These results tell us 
that the voltage collapse margin will suffer as the wind 
penetration increases. This can be explained that the reactive 
power demand will be increased with the increase of 
asynchronous wind penetration. 
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In Fig.7, we see that the maximal loading parameters with 
bus-15 and bus 16 connected to asynchronous wind generators 
mostly lie between 2.175 and 2.17, which is decreased from 
2.34, and almost 10 percent decrease. Note wind penetration is 
only a 1% increase here.  
 

 
Fig. 6.  Probability distribution of load margins in the IEEE 
39-bus system  with bus-15 and bus-16 connected to wind 
generators with stochastic and intermittent wind speed of  
Weibull  (2,7)  with the penetration increase from 1%  to 2%.  
 

 
Fig. 7  MC simulation for  load margins in the IEEE 39-bus 
system  with bus-15 and bus-16 connected to wind generators 
with stochastic and intermittent wind speed of Weibull(2,7) 
and  the penetration increase from 1 % to 2 %.  

VI.  CONCLUSIONS  
 This paper describes an approach to calculate the load 

margin based on the proposed continuation power flow 
incorporating the stochastic and intermittent wind generation 
and on the MC method. The variation nature of stochastic and 
intermittent wind power injection during the load increasing is 
modeled by the wind speed Weibull distribution and the theory 
of power transfer of asynchronous wind generators. The slip of 
the asynchronous wind generator and the balance of the 
average wind turbine electromechanical power and mechanical 
power are incorporated into the continuation power flow by 
the new state variable and the new equation. Therefore, the 
proposed novel continuation power flow can be capable of 
handling the stochastic and intermittent wind power injection 
as the load increases. In addition, the novel reactive-voltage 
stability sensitivity index considering the stochastic and 
intermittent wind speed is also presented.  The simulation 
results show that the characteristic of wind speed Weibull 
distribution and penetration level of asynchronous wind 

generation can significantly affect the load margin that related 
to the voltage collapse.  
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